Tumor initiation via loss of cell contact inhibition versus Ras mutation: do all roads lead to EMT?
Many tumors have been found to contain a subset of cells referred to as cancer stem cells. As opposed to the remainder of the tumor, these cells are undifferentiated-they do not express markers of differentiation and they can re-express stem cell specification genes. The cells can divide asymmetrically to yield differentiated cells as well as cells comprising the original heterogeneous population of the tumor while maintaining their number. Because cancer stem cells display some properties of stem cells, it has been presumed that the presence of such cells in tumors reflects a stem cell origin for cancer. However, recent studies suggest that cancer can originate with outgrowth of differentiated somatic cells, and that cells with properties of cancer stem cells can be generated as tumors progress. Appearance of such cells may be linked to reprogramming of differentiated somatic cells to a stem cell-like phenotype by overexpression of transcription factors involved in epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). We discuss recent studies from our group and other laboratories linking cell outgrowth in tumors to inhibition of the RB1 pathway, loss of cell contact inhibition and generation of undifferentiated cancer stem-like cells from somatic cells. And, we compare this pathway to that arising with introduction of mutant Ras in cells.